HUMAN PERCEPTION OF TIME'S FLOW AND THE QUARK WRITE/READ HEADS.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wo0ospGvxXc

as you watch the youtube video of the Ding Dang Song above, where is the real you who is
perceiving the action and hearing the song? as the couple dances to the rhythm of the music
moving around to and fro, time seems to flow to that rhythm. does time have rhythm? does it
flow? do you have a soul outside of time and space experiencing time and space? is there a
part of you that is absolutely still so you can perceive rhythm and motion?
let's answer those questions if we can:

the neutrons and protons in all your atoms read and write to magnetic thread like magnetic
tape in a VCR. neutrons and protons are the tape heads and cosmic magnetic thread is written
to as you have experiences. that's right, a cosmic recording is made of all the experiences you

have in time and space. when you sleep at night all the day's memories are processed and
integrated with your past, your wishes, hopes and fears and mashed into meaningful movie clips
and written to the magnetic thread as alternate timeline clips for you and stored forever as your
soul in your protons and the magnetic thread. but that is the end of the story. where does the
story begin?

just as light passes through the cornea, pupil and lens of your eyes and focuses on the retina,
and then travels down the optic nerve, all the information of space and time around you enters
the electron funnels of all your atoms and the flow of that superfluid space-time is life's movie
being composed on the fly and experienced by you at the mouth of your electron funnels, the
tops of the curved purple lines in the diagram above right, the entry point to the inner world of
your atom vorticles. only a nano second or so after you experience moments of space and time
entering your electron funnels they reach the quark heads and are converted by the quarks into
magnetic thread. cosmic strings. the magnetic thread itself is made of pre-quark units of pure
magnetism shaped like toroids, the first stuff the cosmos created long before the big bang.

below you can see the visual similarity of electron orbitals and the diagram i am using to explain
this. the carbon atom, the atom of organic life, has six electron funnels which are the outer
spouts of the six protons in the nucleus.

The atomic number or proton number of a chemical element is the number of protons found in
the nucleus of an atom. It is identical to the charge number of the nucleus. The atomic number
uniquely identifies a chemical element. In an uncharged atom, the atomic number is also equal
to the number of electrons.

the quarks in the protons are the write heads which record your actual timeline and also your
dreams onto cosmic magnetic thread. the protons also have local records on their inner event
horizons. the neutrons are the read heads for playing back records from your protons. there
are literally trillions times trillions of copies of you and your history and alternate histories
because you have that many atoms. they are all entangled into a single you. there is only one
you but trillions of backup copies all slightly different. because they are entangled you will not
come apart if your body does. the magnetic thread belongs to the universe and it is the
universe's thread which keeps you entangled together as a soul forever. it is indestructible
because it is the first thing the cosmos weaved from pre-quark magnetic toroids from the
original cosmic superfluid. your protons are the most stable entities in the universe and are
expected to exist many many times the life of universes, probably forever. in any case, you also
exist in the unified magnetic thread of the cosmos which is eternal and thus so are you.

when you are not in a body and thus have no write/read heads, the cosmic thread slides
through your entangled protons wherever they are in the universe giving you playback
experiences. this entire concept derives from DarSeFT (dark superfluid theory).

the shape of universes in the cosmos has the same funnel forms as atoms and there may be as
many universe cluster types as there are elements on the periodic table, but who knows? it may
be that a six universe cluster is more friendly to carbon based life since its overall resonances
might help the carbon pattern.

